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WELCOME TO YOUR 
HYBRID CLASSROOM

OUR  EDU CUSTOMERS

Loved by more than 2,000 
schools and universities 
around the world 

The Meeting Owl Pro creates an 
immersive hybrid learning 
environment that isn’t disrupted 
by distance.
Powered by Wise OS™, the Meeting Owl Pro automatically 
shifts the camera to focus on whoever is speaking. The 
result is an experience that nearly feels like sitting in the 
classroom.

KEY FEATURES 

● 360° view: A panoramic lens captures the
entire classroom so you can encourage
engagement from all students. (Manually turn
off the panoramic strip to focus the camera on
the active participants when necessary.)

● Owl Connect: Connect up to two Meeting Owl
Pros in one room to extend the reach in larger
classrooms and lecture halls.

● Autofocus: The Meeting Owl Pro tracks and
highlights the speaker so all participants can
be seen and heard.

● Presenter Enhance: Designed for teachers and
built for EDU, Presenter Enhance quickly adapts
to a presenter to track movement and audio
with fast accuracy.

 “With the Meeting Owl Pro, 
my students feel like they are 
part of the class regardless 
of where they are learning." 

Leslie Cannon, M.S., Scientific 
Research & Historical Research 
Teacher at ATLAS Academy at 

Tennyson Middle School
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Classroom Setup Options

Meeting room setup made simple

1 2 3 4

Place your Owl on 
the conference 

room table

Plug in power. Connect 
USB to an on-room 
computer or laptop.

Download the Meeting 
Owl mobile app and 

register your Owl.

In your video 
conferencing platform, 
choose Meeting Owl for 

audio and video.

The teaching experience, once we got it installed and set up and 
applied, was really fantastic. It really opened up and allowed us 

some opportunities that were taken away from us when we were 
forced to go completely online last spring."

How our EDU customers set up their Meeting 
Owls in the classroom 

“
Justin Dolan Stover, Associate Professor of History


